The AWS Cloud
Value Calculator
Executives contemplating a move
to cloud face both transformative
opportunities and vexing issues.
I would like to
get a better sense of
the economics

What are the
projected impacts to
my operating model?

Rapid
assessment model

Comprehensive
assessment model

2–5 days to completion

4–8 weeks to completion

Client inputs:
Limited data
requirements from
infrastructure,
application, financial,
and business teams

Client inputs:
Increased data
requirements from
infrastructure,
application, financial,
and business teams

Day 1:
Kickoff

Day 1:
Kickoff

Day 2:
Workshop

Week 1:
Workshop

Day 3:
Indicative assessment of
cost & impact related to:

Weeks 2-4:
Detailed assessment of
cost & impact related to:

How will cloud impact
our financial statements
in terms of capital versus
operational expenses?
We’re keen to deepdive but need to get multiple
stakeholders interested

Deloitte’s AWS Cloud Value Calculator helps
reduce uncertainty around these and other topics
by evaluating the gaps between your current
state and future opportunities to help optimize
your infrastructure, improve your operating
model, and enhance your business value using
AWS’ scalable, secure, global cloud platform. By
providing relevant insights and recommendations
across the C-suite, the Cloud Value Calculator can
help align and accelerate your enterprise around
opportunities for ...
Technology transformation
through adoption of best practices and
sourcing from innovation leaders
Operational excellence
resulting from infrastructure
optimization and resource efficiency

Business
value

Infrastructure
optimization

Revenue growth
driven by faster time to
market and innovation
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Operating
model

Day 4-5:
Develop & test business
case combining client
high-level data with
Deloitte market insights

Output:
• Directional business case
• CIO & CFO dashboards to
drive conversations across
the C-suite
• High-level financial estimate
• Understanding of
1. data requirements
2. effort needed
3. scale of road map

Weeks 5-8:
Develop & test
comprehensive
business case built
on client detailed
financial information

Output:
• Detailed business case
• CIO & CFO dashboards to
drive conversations across
the C-suite
• Granular financial model
• Solutions & costs
• Understanding of
1. remaining gaps for finetuning and opportunity
2. time and path required for
a successful cloud journey

